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Waze apple carplay dark mode

Page content uploaded October 4, 2019 2:42 PM in response to Sinoos In response sinoos Have you checked the Settings app in CarPlay itself (you must not interfere with the settings on the iPhone?) There's a Layout setting that controls whether CarPlay is using dark mode or not. Perhaps this setting
needs to be adjusted to do what you're looking for. Oct 4, 2019 2:42 PM Response to useful thread - more options October 4, 2019 23:48 in response to ResortCasual In response to ResortCasual HiThanks for response. Yes, I tried the settings. There are only options automatically and only dark mode.
However, this does not change anything, it is still strictly connected to the headlights. If you have automatic lights and get into the tunnel, than you have a disco on your dashboard and CarPlay screen  ♂ ️  ♂ ️ I found that people complained about it years ago, but on other forums  ♂ ️ October 4,
2019 23:48 Reply useful threads - more options October 7, 2019 11:54 AM in response to Sinoos In response to Sinoos While my phone screen on maps in night mode my Car Play map image from my phone is not. Sometimes it works and is night mode and then randomly switches to the daily view of
time on the car game, but always remains night mode on the phone? October 7, 2019 11:54 AM Response useful threads - more options October 7, 2019 11:55 AM in response to 1981Dave In response to 1981Dave And my car gaming settings are set to always dark...??? October 7, 2019 11:55 AM
Answer useful thread - more options October 7, 2019 12:08 PM in response to 1981Dave In response to 1981Dave Exactly, I do not want it in dark mode, it is garbage during the day, but I have to drive with headlights 24/7. When you switch it to automatic mode, it will work according to your headlamps.
Dark mode means it's always dark. And just for appearance, maps are always followed by headlights. October 7, 2019 12:08PM Response Useful (2) Thread response - more options October 7, 2019 12:21 PM in response to sinoos In response to Sinoos Your correction is always dark just for
appearance. But my lights were off all day and my ticket was dark 1/2 a day, and then all of a sudden it turned white. I realised it had something to do with headlights, but I cycled the lights in both directions trying to get it back into the dark and it doesn't do anything. I even covered the light sensor to keep
the lights on and still nothing stays white. October 7, 2019 12:21 PM Response useful threads - more options November 14, 2019 2:54 PM in response to sinoosu In response to sinoosU I am right there with you. Just instead of light mode I WANT Dark, the interior of my car is black and looks great with
dark mode. But even with my car gaming setting set to Always Dark Apple Maps always starts in bright mode. I always turn on the lights on the car, it's the law and Turning the car light map mode around is an idiotic idea. November 14, 2019 2:54 PM Response Thread Response - More Options
November 14, 2019 3:08 PM in response to Blazejos In response blazejos Blazejos if you want it always in Dark Mode I found a trick. Black electrical tape over the dash light sensor. Trick him into thinking about the night time. November 14, 2019 3:08 PM Response useful threads - more options
November 20, 2019 12:47 AM in response to 1981Dave In response to 1981Dave It is a bug in iOS 13 and probably will not be repaired until iOS 14. So many bugs with Apple these days. Same problem for me. Maps do not switch to dark mode, sometimes they change, but often remain light. Then worse,
during the day, the cards are dark. Bug for sure. November 20, 2019 12:47 AM Response useful thread - more options November 20, 2019 12:49 AM in response to anthonyzp26 In response to anthonyzp26 That's generally what I see at night, sometimes random maps will eventually switch to dark,
sometimes not. Bug I think. The same goes for everyone else? November 20, 2019 12:49 AM Response useful thread - more options November 20, 2019 1:35 AM in response to anthonyzp26 In response to anthonyzp26 Quite the opposite of mine. I want to have only a light mode, because my screen is
anti-light and it's just hard dark maps, even night  ♂ ️ Nov 20, 2019 1:35 AM Reply Helpful (1) Thread response - more options Dec 19, 2019 4:27 AM in response to Sinoos In response to Sinoos Apple needs to implement this simple solution:Add Always lightKeep Always Dark and automatic it's not
that difficult. Give users a choice!!! Dec 19, 2019 4:27 AM Reply Helpful (4) Thread response - more options Dec 19, 2019 4:38 AM in response to OH_Paulie In response to OH_Paulie Google Maps did it correctly, Dark Mode is based on sunrise and sunset. The phone always has a location and weather
forecast available. It works great. Sahoji, Apple. Dec 19, 2019 4:38 AM Response Useful (1) Thread response - more options December 19, 2019 10:11 AM in response to Blazejos In response to blazejos It is NOT desirable. The app should give us control and choice if we need to override this behavior.
There are circumstances in which we need to set a certain way due to rain, dim light, etc. Dec 19, 2019 10:11 AM Response useful thread response - more options Dec 28, 2019 9:11 AM in response to sinoos In response to Sinoos I also had this problem, tried everything in threads including forcing the



phone into dark mode and although this would set the CarPlay display in dark mode, the maps would always appear in Light Mode (even at night). However, I found a solution - I set my phone to automatically arrange dark mode from sunset to sunrise, and lo and behold, my CarPlay maps are now in Dark
Mode at sunset when my phone changes its 'basic setting'. This allows me to turn on the lights with light maps during the day (my Audi A3 does not change screen in Dark Mode because pioneer's main unit is aftermarket) aftermarket) When the maps change to Dark Mode, the interior of the car is dark
enough for night mode. I hope this solution works for others. Dec 28, 2019 9:11 AM Reply Helpful Thread response - more options I recently installed pioneer 4500NEX in my car and I noticed that Maps do not go into night mode (streets gray, not white daylight) until well after sunset. Last night, the charts
finally turned into this night mode at 6:58 p.m. Pacific time. That's almost two hours after sunset. Interestingly, I have a dark mode set to automatic. this shift to dark mode (the interface becomes dark, but the maps do not) occurs correctly at or around the sunset. Has anyone else seen such erratic
behavior? I don't think I've ever seen it when I used my phone separately in a car carrier (I didn't try to pull out my phone last night to compare while driving), but I find that the bright head unit screen interferes until it moves into night mode, I recently installed pioneer 4500NEX in my car and I noticed that
Maps don't go into night mode (streets gray, not white daylight) until well after sunset. Last night, the charts finally turned into this night mode at 6:58 p.m. Pacific time. That's almost two hours after sunset. Interestingly, I have a dark mode set to automatic. this shift to dark mode (the interface becomes
dark, but the maps do not) occurs correctly at or around the sunset. Has anyone else seen such erratic behavior? I don't think I've ever seen that when I used my phone separately in a car carrier (I didn't try to pull out my phone last night to compare while driving ), but I find the bright head unit screen
interfering until it switches to night mode. I don't have that problem... but curious if it works properly on the phone ... CarPlay simply uses the auto head unit as an additional display... so it simply displays what the phone generates. There may be a setting in Pioneer settings for auto night mode... and
usually day/ night is set by location / time zone ... In terms of brightness, for this there should be some settings within the main unit (I use an Alpine ILX-107). I'm not sure any of it helps... Last edited: November 22, 2019 thanks to dwfaust... yes, I assumed Carplay was just mimicking my phone. I probably
have to pull out my phone to see if that works. I've never noticed it before, so I don't know if this is a coincidence or something I haven't noticed before. I did not find any setting on my phone that determines / how when Maps go into this night mode yes, the main unit dims based on my headlights. it's not
blinding, but it's definitely less distracting when the cards are as gray as I'd expect to be based on the time of day. thank you dwfaust... Yes, assumed that Carplay just mimics my phone. I probably have to pull out my phone to see if that works. I've never noticed before, so I'm alone I know if this is a
coincidence or somehow I haven't noticed before. I did not find any setting on my phone that determines / how when Maps go into this night mode yes, the main unit dims based on my headlights. it's not blinding, but it's definitely less distracting when the cards are as gray as I'd expect to be based on the
time of day. If you're using Apple Maps, I don't remember seeing the day/night switch in settings... I use Waze most of the time and keep it set to dark mode... works well most of the time... it's in a Mazda MX-5 with a retractable hardtop... and the screen washes off pretty easily when the top is down, and
I'm moving away from the sun. I have the other end of the problem - it turns into day mode much later than other things and phones. I wonder if he's using any other time zone than I am in Well. It's certainly a buggy. Last night after work at 530p, he automatically used dark cards. Let's hope this is more of
a norm. I'm not sure what it does with the alternative headroom, but I have an OEM Carplay and night mode turns on whenever the car headlights are concerned, no matter what time of day it is. I'm not sure what it does with the alternative headroom, but I have an OEM Carplay and night mode turns on
whenever the car headlights are concerned, no matter what time of day it is. This is a good data point. I'm going to have to try and play with the headlights, but I guess they're not playing with my car. On the second night, my headlights were obviously on, and the maps were still in day mode, but, since I
found the problem on Thursday night, and on Friday and Saturday nights, the maps were dark when I would expect them to be in the early evening (within an hour of sunset). reopening this thread after some more testing on my part. - I still have this problem sporadically (maybe 1/3 of the time) - it's not
related to my headlights. I can use the Car or force them, and this does not affect the light/dark way of the maps - it is not affected by my level of adhesion - again, it is sporadic: one day I will have it done correctly at 5:30 p.m. (sunset is before 5), and the next day, it's 7:30 p.m. and I have light maps. -
usually corrected after about 10-15 minutes of driving - Google Maps works properly - my phone which is always in dark mode, it will display dark maps on the screen - dark mode generally works on the Carplay interface except on Apple maps (that is, I have a dark mode set to the car and menus / home
screen are appropriately dark between sunset and sunrise although the maps are in light mode) I reported it to Apple and I hope the fix will come at some point. I guess that's an ios13 problem because Google Maps works just fine. How do you like 4500 NEX in total? I'm installing it this weekend. How do
you like 4500 NEX in total? I'm installing it this weekend. We used to. see my review in a different thread. I I I wish I'd done it sooner. wireless CarPlay is a game-changer, IMHO. reconsidering this thread because it makes me crazy. This, I believe, is a problem ios13. here are some random anecdotes: - it
happens sporadically... maybe 25% of the time it doesn't show a dark map. if I drive long enough (10-15min) and I am patient, it is ultimately corrected and goes into dark mode. - Google Maps works fine, so when I'm not willing to be patient, I switch to it. - I can fix it if I play with my phone and switch
between auto dark mode and dark mode... - I recently realized that dark mode does not work on my phone or for maps all the time, so I think this is a problem for ios13.... eg, if I have a phone in dark mode, but switch to light and set it to automatic ... He won't be back in the dark until the next day. in this
case, the map shown will be light before iOS 13, the map would always go into dark / night mode after sunset. In the evening, I had tickets correctly in dark mode on the way to the restaurant pick up take out (6 p.m.), but when I came home, it was back in light mode! very strange! Does anyone else see
this or anything like that? February 14, 2008 317 32 Miami Seems to be your main unit and iOS 13. Are there any new firmware updates for your main unit? My factory main unit has no problem with automatic day or night mode for any map app. I also have a 4500NEX, and my switches within 10-15
minutes of my headlights go from daily running to full powering. (I have a 2007 Toyota Corolla, and never touch my lights, if it makes a difference.) My phone is set to go into dark mode a lot late, like midnight or something, so it's not connected to it at all. I exclusively use Apple Maps and have 11 Pro, if
that's important. I also have a 4500NEX, and my switches within 10-15 minutes of my headlights go from daily running to full powering. (I have a 2007 Toyota Corolla, and never touch my lights, if it makes a difference.) My phone is set to go into dark mode a lot late, like midnight or something, so it's not
connected to it at all. I exclusively use Apple Maps and have 11 Pro, if that's important. Thank you for sharing this... It must be a strange interaction between my main unit and the Subaru. Do you use idatalink Maestro to connect everything? it's so weird that Google Maps works and its intermittent. also, I
learned that I can guarantee repair, but force leaving Apple Maps on my phone (XS)... I'm half tempted to refresh my OS on my phone to see if it helps somehow, but I'm not sure I want to go through all that effort. I find it hard to believe that this is something on the side of the car stuff given the fact that
the force leaving Apple Maps can solve the problem (phone side), but your anecdote makes me think there are some subtle problems going on. in my my dark mode is not prompted by my headlights, but by the time of day. Does your map go dark if you turn on headlamps during the day? What are your
settings on 4500NEX? Do you set it to dark mode automatically at 4500? or all the time? it seems that this setting does not affect this bug that I encountered because dark mode appears correctly on the rest of the interface... just not Apple Maps. Finally, what firmware do you run. I see nothing further than
the 1.01 run by my main unit. [automerge]1578944014[/automerge] It appears to be your main unit and iOS 13. Are there any new firmware updates for your main unit? My factory main unit has no problem with automatic day or night mode for any map app. thank you for your answer. I don't think there's
any update to my 4500NEX main unit. Interestingly, your car bases its dark mode on the light sensor. mine seems definitely tied to sunrise/sunset for Google Maps and the overall CarPlay interface on the main unit. Thank you for sharing this... It must be a strange interaction between my main unit and the
Subaru. Do you use idatalink Maestro to connect everything? My car is old. It's technical, but my car doesn't have that information. I'm half tempted to refresh my OS on my phone to see if it helps somehow, but I'm not sure I want to go through all that effort. I find it hard to believe that this is something on
the side of the car stuff given the fact that the force leaving Apple Maps can solve the problem (phone side), but your anecdote makes me think that some subtle problems are happening. In my experience, my dark mode is not prompted by my headlights, but by the time of day. Does your map go dark if
you turn on headlamps during the day? What are your settings on 4500NEX? Do you set it to dark mode automatically at 4500? or all the time? it seems that this setting does not affect this bug that I encountered because dark mode appears correctly on the rest of the interface... just not Apple Maps. I saw
your question that I physically turned on the lights too late, but I'll try tomorrow. I just checked the NEX settings, and the silencer is set to automatically. CarPlay settings are also set to automatic. I wonder if yours is so placed in one place, but not in another? Finally, what firmware do you run. I see nothing
further than the 1.01 run by my main unit. That's my job. I installed mine in Thanksgiving week. Interestingly, your car bases its dark mode on the light sensor. mine seems definitely tied to sunrise/sunset for Google Maps and the overall CarPlay interface on the main unit. Interestingly, your car bases its
dark mode on the light sensor. mine seems definitely tied to sunrise/sunset for both Google and the entire CarPlay interface on the main unit. Mine is definitely based on my car's light sensor. Last edited: January 16, 2020 thanks for your very thorough post. I really appreciate the whole time and effort you
put into commenting on such a complete basis. The maestro interface I was referring to was what was used for the interface of my 4500NEX with steering controls and belts from the factory stereo. I guess if you don't have steering wheel control, wiring is simpler. I'll have to check to confirm, but I'm pretty
sure my silencer is set to automatic as well as carplay setting on NEX. the reason for my deduction (before verification) is that my screen brightness dampens when I turn headlights on and off. It works both night and day (if I turn off the headlamps to shut down completely, the screen is bright, when it's in
auto, it will be dimmed if it's dark enough outside to activate my headlights, and the screen can force it to dim by turning the headlights on formally on). I tried my CarPlay setting always on or car for dark, with no real effect. What I didn't do, however, was play with Google Maps to see if I could force it into
light mode at night with the headlights off, etc. I still firmly doubt that Apple Maps on the phone itself is the culprit, but hearing anecdotes that others with ios13 have no problem makes me wonder if there is some weird recipe of settings that leads to my sporadic behavior of Apple Maps working properly or
not. Right now in daylight, when I pull Apple Maps on my phone, it starts in the dark - it just shows a map (I have my phone set in dark mode all the time,), but when I start navigating, it goes into the light. Google Maps is currently lightweight whether I'm just showing a map or navigating. By the way, I've
confirmed that Waze is doing the right thing too much and that it's dark when it should be. (this morning both Google Maps and Waze were in the dark at 6:45 a.m. during my commute, but Apple Maps was bright until I forcibly left Apple Maps and restarted it) My car is old. It's technical, but my car doesn't
have that information. I saw your question that I physically turned on the lights too late, but I'll try tomorrow. I just checked the NEX settings, and the silencer is set to automatically. CarPlay settings are also set to automatic. Mine is definitely based on my car's light sensor. Tracking: I use the same setting
as Ntombi - a silencer on the NEX set to Auto, and CarPlay dark mode set to Auto. I tried two experiments in the last day (two dark scenarios): the 1st force leaves Maps as an app on my phone even before getting into the car: dark mode pops up correctly. 2. Start navigation this morning before leaving
the house (and canceling immediately): Dark mode works correctly when into the car. this is not surprising because my suspicion is that The maps on my phone get into a weird state of not checking the time of day. as I noted in my previous post, Maps, during the day, looks dark when the map is displayed
and is not in navigation mode, but as soon as it enters navigation mode, the light goes. I should also note that Google Maps is light throughout the day on my phone, even with my phone set to Dark Mode all the time. Reactions: Ntombi I'm sorry, my life fell out in the way and I forgot to check what would
happen if I turned on the lights manually. I'll check it out and update it today. I'll try to make sure the cards don't open before I do. I'm sorry, my life fell out in the way and I forgot to check what would happen if I turned on the lights manually. I'll check it out and update it today. I'll try to make sure the cards
don't open before I do. Don't worry. I'm still baffled by this problem. the only thing I haven't tried that I can try for the next few days is to leave my phone in light mode all the time to see if it solves the problem. it's not the right solution because I love dark mode on my phone. Of course, this is the world's first
problem. If I really want to use apple maps, I can either force withdrawal tickets before I get in my car or get directions before I get in my car, or as I said before, use Google Maps. it's just an annoying bug that's likely to make Apple not fully think about how dark way to interact with maps and CarPlay. I
hope this will be fixed in ios14 or some update for ios13. I had a few tests today. Here's what happened. In broad daylight, when I manually turned on the lights, the screen immediately went to ammer (just like the dash lights), but did not go into dark mode. It's like the iPhone screen automatically adjusts
from the inside to direct sunlight or vice versa. I did it several times while running tasks, and got the same results every time. I once left the lights on for at least ten minutes, and it never went into dark mode. I didn't open the Cards at all today until I got in the car. I was out and about how it turned into an
evening, and when we passed dusk, the screen automatically went dark, including Maps (I was in split screen mode at that point). I don't know why yours is so weird; The mine seems to be working properly. Thank you for following us. your car behaves the way I would expect, and at least it seems
consistent with my car when things work, as in: - maps should not go into dark mode (given the way Apple placed Apple Maps on the phone itself) until after sunset, even in dark mode. - Headlamps only affect display brightness dimming - Apple Maps needs to go into dark mode between sunset and
sunrise. I only have one data point, but today, with my phone set to light mode all the time, the maps were light when there was around dusk on my train ride. When I got in the car 15 minutes later, the maps popped into dark mode on the car's stereo. but that doesn't mean much because with all the
different permutations I've tried, it usually works at least 50% of the time. I just can't find fellowship when it doesn't work out. again, I think there is some bug in ios13.3 itself. for whatever reason, there is some state in which Apple Maps becomes unaware via CarPlay that it is between sunset and sunrise.
if I forcibly leave the application, when it starts, it immediately goes into proper dark mode. it's like not doing a check properly if the app is already in memory and working. I should say that in cases where I actually drove around sunset/dusk, it turned into dark mode as you suggest. But I don't usually drive
well during that time. this is usually when it was already dark for at least half an hour or an hour than I ran into this problem or I go to work before sunrise and my ticket starts in light mode. I had a few tests today. Here's what happened. In broad daylight, when I manually turned on the lights, the screen
immediately went to ammer (just like the dash lights), but did not go into dark mode. It's like the iPhone screen automatically adjusts from the inside to direct sunlight or vice versa. I did it several times while running tasks, and got the same results every time. I once left the lights on for at least ten minutes,
and it never went into dark mode. I didn't open the Cards at all today until I got in the car. I was out and about how it turned into an evening, and when we passed dusk, the screen automatically went dark, including Maps (I was in split screen mode at that point). I don't know why yours is so weird; The
mine seems to be working properly. Update: My leaving phone in light mode also failed. I think I tried every conceivable variation of settings that could help with this bug, but I did not find a magic bullet. the only safe fix is to force myself to leave Apple Maps before I get in the car or use Google Maps or
Waze instead. I hope someone at Apple is looking into this (I sent reports via the Maps app as well as Apple feedback on the web) any update with the latest release 13.4? I have a Camry and 4500NEX from 2016. The CarPlay interface becomes dark, but not map view. With the shelter in place, I didn't
drive at night, so there's no way I'm testing this. that being said, I have not updated to 13.4 as I do not have any compelling needs for the features that are offered and lately, I have gun shy apple adding new features to account bugs / problems. bugs/problems.
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